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Worrying about China
This volume concerns several aspects of China's changing market based economy.
These include commercial contract enforcement, corporate structures, competition
law and other issues related to China's membership in the WTO. In the past two
decades, the rapid integration of China's economy into the global marketplace has
created obligations and expectations of non-discrimination and regulatory
transparency in domestic markets. The Chinese government has responded by
demanding better governance within major companies, market sectors and public
administration generally. However, as the articles in this volume show, it has
struggled to find a corporate structure capable of absorbing external equity
investment and participation but still amenable to direct and indirect state
guidance. It has also moved cautiously in creating legal controls over unfair
competition. Moreover, the protection of state owned enterprises, which serve as
vehicles for domestic economic, social and political policy, has been a recurring
issue in China's WTO trade disputes.

China's State Owned Enterprise Reforms
China leads the world when it comes to investment and influence on the African
continent. The extent of Chinese investment in Africa is well known and much has
been written about China’s foray into Africa. However, most of the available
material has approached this issue by looking at China as the ’New Colonialist’ –
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more interested in Africa’s vast natural resources than working in partnership for
sustained development. Whilst China’s interest in Africa’s resources is evident, it is
just half of the story. China’s foray into Africa goes beyond its appetite for natural
resources and into the realm of geo-politics and international political economics.
For example, China is all too aware of how it can cultivate Africa’s support on
global issues at the United Nations and at other international fora. Breaking free
from the binary arguments and analysis which characterize this topic, Professor
Abdulai presents a refreshing perspective that China’s foray into Africa can
produce win–win outcomes for China and Africa – if Africans really know what they
want from China. Hitherto, each African country has tended to engage China with
an individual bucket list; acting in isolation and not as part of a wider continent
(indeed Africa and the African Union does not yet have a coordinated policy
towards China). For Africa to be able to do that it needs to know where China is
coming from, the factors that contributed to its awakening and success, and the
benefits and possible pitfalls of this foray, in order to better position itself for a
win–win engagement with China. This book will be a valuable read for policy
makers, think-tanks and students of Africa-China studies programmes alike.

The Way Forward for Chinese Medicine
This book provides an in-depth analysis of global political relations that exist
between the most powerful countries of the world such as United States, Russia,
England, China and others. It also describes the rationale behind the current and
future political alignments amongst different countries.

The China-Pakistan Axis
East Asia Integrates
An insightful look at the future of China's relations with the West and the United
States For anyone who wants to better understand China and its economic and
political relations to the West, On Equal Terms offers front-row insight. Exploring
China's state-capitalist economic model and the unique qualities and ideals of
Chinese culture that can make difficult for Westerners to understand its approach
to business interactions, the book looks to the future, explaining how China and
the United States can cooperate to solve some of the world's major problems.
Covering the extraordinary changes taking place in China and China's relationship
with America and the West over ten powerful chapters, the book looks at China's
state-capitalist model of governance, how history affects her behavior in foreign
policy, how China is emerging as an economic world power, that products are not
made but assembled in China, that China is not one big market but many markets,
and much more. Provides an inside view on the future of China and America from
an expert with personal experience on both sides of the story Explains the
sometimes mysterious worlds of "Guanxi" and "Mianzi"—the notions of giving,
saving, and preserving "face" in business and cultural relationships that many
Westerners struggle to understand A truly up-to-date resource that gives reader's
the most recent information about Chinese-American relations China and America
need to cooperate in order to solve the major problems of the world, and On Equal
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Terms gives readers the information they need to improve their business and
professional relationships in China.

The McMahon Line: A Century of Discord
Beijing has formed South-South relations with many developing countries and
emerging economies by providing foreign aid, setting up trade agreements,
making investments, and employing public diplomacy. China's economic rise and
diplomatic initiatives to expand strategic partnerships with countries of the Global
South are starting to impact the very structure of international relations. The
contributions to this volume provide insights into the rapidly unfolding transregional dynamics of China's fast developing formal and informal ties to Africa, the
Middle East, and Latin America. The book also reveals the inadequacies of the
traditional architecture of area studies in taking up the challenge of trans-regional
research. (Series: Chinese History and Society / Berliner China-Hefte - Vol. 42)

Shanghai
Is the United States still a "superpower"? How are the rising powers establishing
themselves in international politics and security? What is the future of global
stability? For over a decade, Bruce Jones has had a front-row seat as the emerging
powers—principally China, India, and Brazil, but also Turkey, Indonesia, Korea, and
others—thrust themselves onto the global stage. From Delhi to Doha to Beijing to
Brasilia, he's met with the politicians, diplomats, business leaders, and scholars of
those powers as they craft their strategies for rising influence—and with senior
American officials as they forge their response. In Still Ours to Lead, Jones tells a
nuanced story of American leadership. He artfully examines the tension between
the impulse to rival the United States and the incentives for restraint and
cooperation among the rising powers. That balance of rivalry and restraint provides
the United States with a continued ability to solve problems and to manage crises
at roughly the same rate as when American dominance was unquestioned.
Maintaining the balance is central to the question of whether we will live in a stable
or unstable system in the period to come. But it just so happens that this challenge
plays to America's unique strength—its unparalleled ability to pull together broad
and disparate coalitions for action. To succeed, America must adapt its leadership
to new realities.

Twenty-First-Century World Powers and Changing Alignments
China
What can we do about China? Gloria Davies pursues this inquiry through a wide
range of contemporary topics, including the changing fortunes of radicalism, the
peculiarities of Chinese postmodernism, shifts within official discourse, attempts to
revive Confucianism for present-day China, and the historically problematic
engagement of Chinese intellectuals with Western ideas.

The Chinese Classics: Confucian analects, The great learning,
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and The doctrine of the mean. 2d. ed., rev. 1893.-v.2.The
works of Mencius. 2d ed., rev. 1895.-v.3.The shoo king, or The
book of historical documents. 1865. 2 v.-v.4.The she king, or
The book of poetry. 1871. 2 v.-v.5.The ch'un ts'ew, with The tso
chuen. 1872. 2 v
The Big Four and the Development of the Accounting
Profession in China
This history reveals the failures and fortunes of leadership during the WWII
campaign into Japanese-occupied Burma: “a thoroughly satisfying experience”
(Kirkus). Acclaimed historian Frank McLynn tells the story of four larger-than-life
Allied commanders whose lives collided in the Burma campaign, one of the most
punishing and protracted military adventures of World War II. This vivid account
ranges from Britain’s defeat in 1942 through the crucial battles of Imphal and
Kohima—known as "the Stalingrad of the East"—and on to ultimate victory in 1945.
Frank McLynn narrative focuses on the interactions and antagonisms of its
principal players: William Slim, the brilliant general; Orde Wingate, the
idiosyncratic commander of a British force of irregulars; Louis Mountbatten, one of
Churchill's favorites, overpromoted to the position of Supreme Commander, S.E.
Asia; and Joseph "Vinegar Joe" Stilwell, a hard-line—and openly anlgophobic—U.S.
general. With lively portraits of each of these men, McLynn shows how the plans
and strategies of generals and politicians were translated into a hideous reality for
soldiers on the ground.

China Along the Yellow River
International institutions, from the International Monetary Fund to the International
Olympic Committee, are perceived as bastions of sclerotic mediocrity at best and
outright corruption at worst, and this perception is generally not far off the mark. In
the wake of the 2008 financial crash, Daniel W. Drezner, like so many others,
looked at the smoking ruins of the global economy and wondered why global
economic governance structure had failed so spectacularly, and what could be
done to reform them in the future. But then a funny thing happened. As he
surveyed their actions in the wake of the crash, he realized that the evidence
pointed to the exact opposite conclusion: global economic governance had
succeeded. In The System Worked, Drezner, a renowned political scientist and
international relations expert, contends that despite the massive scale and
reverberations of this latest crisis (larger, arguably, than those that precipitated
the Great Depression), the global economy has bounced back remarkably well.
Examining the major resuscitation efforts by the G-20 IMF, WTO, and other
institutions, he shows that, thanks to the efforts of central bankers and other
policymakers, the international response was sufficiently coordinated to prevent
the crisis from becoming a full-fledged depression. Yet the narrative about the
failure of multilateral economic institutions persists, both because the Great
Recession affected powerful nations whose governments managed their own
economies poorly, and because the most influential policy analysts who write the
books and articles on the crisis hail from those nations. Nevertheless, Drezner
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argues, while it's true that the global economy is still fragile, these institutions
survived the "stress test" of the financial crisis, and may have even become more
resilient and valuable in the process. Bucking the conventional wisdom about the
new "G-Zero World," Drezner rehabilitates the image of the much-maligned
international institutions and demolishes some of the most dangerous myths about
the financial crisis. The System Worked is a vital contribution to our understanding
of an area where the stakes could not be higher.

The Politics of China's Accession to the World Trade
Organization
The devastating terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon and
America's first domestic bio-terrorism mail attacks have shifted America's attention
and resources to the immediate threat of international terrorism. But we shouldn't
be fooled. Since the publication of the hardcover edition of The China Threat in
November of 2000, one thing remains very much the same: the People's Republic
of China is the most serious long-term national security challenge to the United
States. In fact, after the events of September 11, the China threat should seem all
the more real, for Communist China is one of the most important backers of states
that support international terrorism. —From the new introduction by the author

China's Millions
This book examines language policies and practices in schools in regions of China
populated by indigenous minority groups. It focuses on models of trilingual
education, i.e. education in the home language, Putonghua (Mandarin Chinese, the
national language), and English (the main foreign language). Special attention is
given to the study of the vitality of the minority home language in each region and
issues relating to and the effects of the teaching and learning of the minority home
language on minority students’ acquisition of Mandarin Chinese and English and on
their school performance in general. The book also examines the case of
Cantonese in Guangdong, where the local Chinese ‘dialect’ is strong but distant
from the mainstream language, Putonghua. It takes a new approach to researching
sociolinguistic phenomena, and presents a new methodology that emerged from
studies of bi/trilingualism in European societies and was then tailored to the
trilingual context in China. The methodology encompasses policy analysis and
community language profiles, as well as school-based fieldwork, and provides rich
data that facilitate multilevel analysis of policy-in-context.

The Chinese Classics
"In clear and practical language Dr. Henry C. Lu provides techniques and
treatments for a number of chronic conditions"--Cover.

Traditional Chinese Medicine
The System Worked
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On Equal Terms
The rapid pace and grand scale of China's rise have produced a heady mixture of
wonder and consternation in the West. Is China on track to become a superpower?
What would that mean for the rest of the world? Economist Hu Angang approaches
these questions through analysis of three major dimensions of China's rise: its
overall economic and social development; advances in education, science, and
technology (including alternative energy); and the likely complications posed by
resource scarcity, environmental degradation, and climate change. After three
decades of unprecedented economic growth, China is now home to the world's
second-largest economy. It is the world's largest exporter and its second-largest
consumer of energy (as well as number one in carbon emissions). Extrapolating
from these seismic changes, Hu forecasts that by 2020 China will become a
.mature, responsible, and attractive superpower. that will contribute, alongside the
European Union, to the .end of the unipolar era dominated by the United States..
China in 2020 presents a native Chinese perspective on the challenges and
opportunities that Beijing will face as its global footprint expands. Through a
meticulous examination of China's development trajectory, Hu Angang explains
how his nation—as the world's largest emerging market—will impact global
economic growth, foreign direct investment flows, energy consumption, and
carbon dioxide emissions. He proposes a comprehensive strategic framework to
guide the next stage of China's rise, seeking to maximize the country's positive
impact on the world and minimize the negative externalities of its meteoric
development.

The Chinese Recorder
Integrating East Asian Medicine into Contemporary Healthcare
E-Book
This book is concerned with cross-linguistic contrast of major grammatical
categories in English and Chinese, two most important yet genetically different
world languages. This genetic difference has resulted in many subsidiary
differences that are, among other things, related to grammar. Compared with
typologically related languages, cross-linguistic contrast of English and Chinese is
more challenging yet promising. The main theme of this book lies in its focus on
cross-linguistic contrast of aspect-related grammatical categories, or, grammatical
categories that contribute to aspectual meaning – both situation aspect at the
semantic level and viewpoint aspect at the grammatical level – in English and
Chinese. The unique strength of this volume lies in that it is first corpus-based book
contrasting English and Chinese. Given that the state of the art in language studies
is to use corpora, the significance of the marriage between contrastive studies and
the corpus methodology in this book is not to be underestimated.

China
The book marks the publication of papers presented at a National Seminar on
‘India and China: The way Forward’, organised, by the Chennai Centrefor China
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Studies (C3S),at Chennai on March16, 2012. The participants included eminent
Sinologists in the country representing the academic community, former
bureaucrats who covered China as part of their duties, and experts with security
and military background. The book is being brought out with the objective of
ensuring wider dissemination of their views.

The China Dream
One of the most requested titles in our critically acclaimed Traveler series, this
beautiful guide makes the vast enigma of China accessible to every visitor.
Continuing the series' winning formula, this new edition combines in-depth, up-todate descriptions with dazzling photographs, detailed maps, cutaway illustrations
of renowned structures, and a wealth of useful travel tips. Organized by cities and
areas, the book covers the best sites and attractions throughout the country.
Highlights include the capital of Beijing; dynamic Shanghai; the fertile Yangtze
region; Guilin and its fabled limestone pillars; the life-size army of terra-cotta
warriors in Xi'an; Tibet; the Silk Road; Inner Mongolia; Hong Kong; and Macau?all
prefaced by an elaborate introduction to the rich Chinese history and culture. Wideranging sidebars discuss Chinese deities, the Taiping Rebellion, Tibetan Buddhism,
and other interesting topics, while guided tours include a bike ride from Tiananmen
Square and a cruise along the Yangtze River. An extensive travel planner details
practicalities such as where to find the most gracious hotels and the best Peking
duck and dim sum. Veteran travel writer Damian Harper, who has a degree in
modern and classical Chinese and an intense interest in Chinese philosophy and
poetry, brings authoritative guidance and a strong individual voice to this
refreshing new look at a timeless land as it prepares to host the 2008 Summer
Olympics and the 2010 World Expo.

The Changing Dynamics of the Relations among China, Taiwan,
and the United States
Traditional East Asian healthcare systems have moved rapidly from the fringes of
healthcare systems in the West towards the centre over the past 50 years. This
change of status for traditional medicines presents their practitioners with both
opportunities and challenges as the focus shifts from one of opposition towards
one of integration into biomedically dominated healthcare systems. Integrating
East Asian Medicine into Contemporary Healthcare examines the opportunities and
challenges of integrating East Asian medicine into Western healthcare systems
from an interdisciplinary perspective. Volker Scheid and Hugh MacPherson bring
together contributions from acknowledged experts from a number of different
disciplines - including clinical researchers, Chinese Medicine practitioners,
historians, medical anthropologists, experts in the social studies of science,
technology and medicine - to examine and debate the impact of the evidencebased medicine movement on the ongoing modernization of East Asian medicines.
The book considers the following questions: •What are the values, goals and ethics
implicit within traditional East Asian medical practices? • What claims to
effectiveness and safety are made by East Asian medical practices? •What is at
stake in subjecting these medical practices to biomedical models of evaluation? •
What constitutes best practice? How is it to be defined and measured? • What are
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the ideologies and politics behind the process of integration of East Asian medical
practices into modern health care systems? • What can we learn from a variety of
models of integration into contemporary healthcare?

Correspondence Respecting the Attack on the Indian
Expedition to Western China, and the Murder of Mr. Margary
Grounded on a series of first-hand interviews with Chinese government officials,
this book examines China’s accession to the World Trade Organization, providing
an ‘inside’ look at Chinese WTO accession negotiations. Presenting a systematic
political economy model in analyzing Beijing’s decision-making mechanisms, the
book argues that China’s WTO policy making is a state-led, leadership driven, and
top-down process. Feng explores how China’s determined political elite partly
bypassed and partly restructured a largely reluctant and resistant bureaucracy,
under constant pressure from an increasingly globalized international system. By
addressing China’s accession to the WTO from a political analysis perspective, the
book provides a theoretically informed and intriguing examination of China’s
foreign economic policy making regime. The book highlights contemporary debates
relating to state and institutionalist theory and provides new and useful insights
into a significant development of this century.

The Chinese Recorder and Missionary Journal
Corpus-Based Contrastive Studies of English and Chinese
An introductory text aimed at practitioners of Chinese medicine and orthodox
medicine, and other interested healthcare professionals, this book focuses on the
conditions for which traditional Chinese medicine may be appropriate and its wider
use healthcare. The book divides the subject into three sections: key issues in
Chinese medicine, special aspects of clinical and scientific practice, and the
progress of TCM and related practice in selected countries and regions. Special
features include discussions of the use of TCM in cancer research, issues of
toxicity, procedures for identification of Chinese herbal materials using DNA
fingerprinting, and more.

The Burma Campaign
Still Ours to Lead
This volume provides a history of the domination of the Big Four in the Chinese
accounting industry, explaining why China was unable to keep the market for its
own accounting firms. The book details how easy access to U.S. capital markets led
to major accounting scandals, and a clash between U.S. and Chinese regulators.

China's South-South Relations
“An entertaining, if cautionary, tale of Western business woes in China, stretching
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back seven hundred years” (The Wall Street Journal). In The China Dream,
acclaimed business journalist Joe Studwell challenges the predictions that China
will become an economic juggernaut on the world stage in the twenty-first
century—and instead foresees an economic crisis. Tracing the most recent
developments in China from Deng Xiaoping’s “liberalization” of its market in the
1980s through the opening of its economy to foreign investment in the 1990s,
Studwell examines the roadblocks to the continuation of the country’s
unprecedented expansion and why its economy will fail once more—but this time,
harder than ever before, and with potentially catastrophic results. Provocative and
flawlessly researched, The China Dream analyzes what’s really going on in
China—and what we can do to prepare for the coming crisis. “The much-needed
antidote to the delusions . . . about the riches to be made from investing and
selling in China. Brimming with . . . statistics.” —The Washington Post “[A] detailed
account . . . An excellent examination of the political and economic history of
China, fascinating and mostly unknown to Westerners.” —Booklist (starred review)
“Lays bare much of the stuff and nonsense that surrounds the China dream, and
traces how myth and misunderstandings—compounded by hype and lashings of
snake oil—have bewitched some of the world’s most respected corporations and
led them to ruin the proverbial $1.3 billion consumer market . . . As such, it
deserves to help redefine the debate on the nature of the China market.” —James
Kynge, China bureau chief of the Financial Times

Trilingualism in Education in China: Models and Challenges
John King Fairbank was the West's doyen on China, and this book is the full and
final expression of his lifelong engagement with this vast ancient civilization. The
distinguished historian Merle Goldman brings the book up to date and provides an
epilogue discussing the changes in contemporary China that will shape the nation
in the years to come.

Dams and Development in China
Sir Henry McMahon, a British colonial administrator, drew a line along the
Himalayas at the Simla Convention of 1913-14, demarcating what would in later
years become the effective boundary between China and India. The boundary,
disputed by India's northern neighbour, has had a profound effect on the relations
between the two Asian giants, resulting most prominently in the war of 1962 but
also in several skirmishes and stand-offs both before and after that. It continues to
be a thorn in the side - reaching a flashpoint at the tri-junction between Tibet,
Sikkim and Bhutan in Doklam in 2017 - and may derail all the progress in bilateral
ties if left unattended. General J.J. Singh examines the evolution of the boundary
and the nuances of British India's Tibet policy from the eighteenth century through
to India's Independence, analyses the repercussions for contemporary times and
puts forth recommendations for the way ahead.

China in 2020
The Beijing-Islamabad axis plays a central role in Asia's geopolitics, from India's
rise to the prospects for a post-American Afghanistan, from the threat of nuclear
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terrorism to the continent's new map of mines, ports and pipelines. China is
Pakistan's great economic hope and its most trusted military partner; Pakistan is
the battleground for China's encounters with Islamic militancy and the heart of its
efforts to counter-balance the emerging US-India partnership. For decades, each
country has been the other's only 'all-weather' friend. Yet the relationship is still
little understood. The wildest claims about it are widely believed, while many of its
most dramatic developments are hid- den from the public eye. This book sets out
the recent history of Sino-Pakistani ties and their ramifications for the West, for
India, for Afghanistan, and for Asia as a whole. It tells the stories behind some of its
most sensitive aspects, including Beijing's support for Pakistan's nuclear program,
China's dealings with the Taliban, and the Chinese military's planning for crises in
Pakistan. It describes a relationship increasingly shaped by Pakistan's internal
strife, and the dilemmas China faces between the need for regional stability and
the imperative for strategic competition with India and the USA.

A US Strategy for the Asia-Pacific
India & China : The Way Forward
Emerging East Asian economies have seen their share of world exports more than
triple during the past quarter-century, and intraregional trade has driven this
growth. Broad measures of development in East Asia have improved at the same
headlong pace. Why push further integration now? Two economic events of historic
proportions provide the context: strategic thinking of development in the region
following the East Asian financial crisis of 1997-98 and the accession of China to
the World Trade Organization. Policymakers interested in a stable, prosperous
region are concerned by mildly rising inequality within countries and a widening
gap between richer economies and the poorest economies. Increasingly, the
development agenda in the region with its focus on growth, jobs, and social
stability and the trade policy agenda with its focus on market access and
competitiveness have become intertwined. East Asian policymakers seek to
develop a coherent set of economic policies that can deliver stability, growth, and
regional integration. Without attempting to be comprehensive, 'East Asia
Integrates' offers fundamental strategies that promote cross-border flows of trade,
along with domestic policies on logistics, trade facilitation, standards and
institutions to maximize the impact of these flows on development and distribute
the gains from trade widely. As the authors demonstrate, multilateral and regional
trade initiatives must provide a compelling vision of how integration can deliver
broadly shared growth and prosperity if they are to succeed. In addition, they must
use the momentum offered by trade agreements to address the links between
trade on the one hand, and social stability, poverty reduction, and growth on the
other.

Chinese Investment in Africa
This text had a major impact in its original Chinese version. Reviewed in the Far
East Economic Review as 'one of the richest portraits of the Chinese countryside
published in the reform era', it charts a long journey through the hinterland region
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of the Yellow River undertaken by the author between 1994 and 1996. It examines
in exhaustive detail the lives and work of peasants, Party and local government
officials, providing a wealth of data on the nature of life in post-reform rural China.
The author argues that global integration is but the latest 'great leap forward' in a
succession of reforms over a hundred years.

Law and the Market Economy in China
China is home to half of the world's large dams and adds dozens more each year.
The benefits are considerable: dams deliver hydropower, provide reliable irrigation
water, protect people and farmland against flooding, and produce hydroelectricity
in a nation with a seeimingly insatiable appetite for energy. As hydropower
responds to a larger share of energy demand, dams may also help to reduce the
consumption of fossil fuels, welcome news in a country where air and water
pollution have become dire and greenhouse gas emissions are the highest in the
world. Yet the advantages of dams come at a high cost for river ecosystems and
for the social and economic well-being of local people, who face displacement and
farmland loss. This book examines the array of water-management decisions faced
by Chinese leaders and their consequences for local communities. Focusing on the
southwestern province of Yunnan—a major hub for hydropower development in
China—which encompasses one of the world's most biodiverse temperate
ecosystems and one of China's most ethnically and culturally rich regions, Bryan
Tilt takes the reader from the halls of decision-making power in Beijing to Yunnan's
rural villages. In the process, he examines the contrasting values of government
agencies, hydropower corporations, NGOs, and local communities and explores
how these values are linked to longstanding cultural norms about what is right,
proper, and just. He also considers the various strategies these groups use to
influence water-resource policy, including advocacy, petitioning, and public
protest. Drawing on a decade of research, he offers his insights on whether the
world's most populous nation will adopt greater transparency, increased scientific
collaboration, and broader public participation as it continues to grow
economically.

The China Threat
First Published in 2005. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.

Sports Go Forward in China
Highlights the history, culture, and comtemporary life of Shanghai and offers
detailed walking and biking tours and complete visitor information.

A Dictionary of the English and Chinese Language
Ever since Chiang Kai-shek and his Kuomintang evacuated to Taiwan at the end of
the Chinese Civil War in 1949, China and Taiwan have been divided by a
fundamental and irreconcilable sovereignty dispute over Taiwan’s international
status. In addition, the United States has played a central role in the rivalry
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between Beijing and Taipei. Despite the immutable nature of this sovereignty
dispute between China and Taiwan, the triangular relations among Beijing, Taipei,
and Washington have changed quite considerably over time. Over the last three
decades, for example, relations in the Taiwan Strait were fairly tranquil during the
1980s and early 1990s, became much tenser from 1995 to 2008, and then
reverted to amicable relations among China, Taiwan, and the United States after
the election of a new Taiwanese President in 2008. This book seeks to understand
and analyze the relations among China, Taiwan, and the United States in the early
twenty-first century. In particular, it explores what causes change in the relations
among Beijing, Taipei, and Washington and how stable the new era is likely to be.
Consequently, special emphasis is placed on the factors promoting change or
stability in the interactions among these three countries and upon the policy
choices facing their governments. The major topics include the dynamics of the
“strategic triangle” that defines cross-Strait relations (Chapters 2 to 4 and 8), the
domestic politics and policies of Taiwan and China (Chapters 3 to 8), and the
growing economic integration across the Taiwan Strait (Chapters 9 to 12). Overall,
the future of this trilateral relationship appears to be fairly open-ended. Despite
the current rapprochement, the ultimate goals of China and Taiwan remain
incompatible; cross-Strait relations remain a viciously polarizing issue in Taiwan’s
domestic politics; and there is profound scholarly disagreement over the broader
implications of the growing economic ties across the Strait.

OCT in China
Much has been written on China's State-Owned Enterprises ( SOEs) reform
following the restructuring impact on China's economic reform process in the last
decade. However, as a major root of social and economic change, little has been
discussed beyond a description of SOEs shortcomings and their overall impact on
the economy. This book provides a more in-depth analysis of SOEs by assessing
the transformation process of eleven specific industries, with reference to the state
of competition, the influence of WTO membership and the challenges these
industries face in the future. Importantly, the authors also provide a personal
perspective alongside the industry analysis with eleven case studies of firms
actually undergoing this restructuring process, including interviews with crucial
agents of reform such as CEOs and GMs. The provision of both a macro and
business perspective of SOEs reforms provides the reader with a complete and
accurate insight into the economic, social and business reality of China today.
China's State Owned Enterprises' Reforms will therefore be essential reading for
those interested in the Chinese economy and Chinese business, as well as
economists, foreign investors, MBA and EMBA students and scholars specializing in
emerging or transitional economies.
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